Example Application
As an example application, consider the task of orthographic standardization of historical text, which must precede any adequate treatment of historical corpora by conventional NLP tools, due to the lack of consistent orthographic conventions in such corpora (Jurish, 2008) . In this scenario, the processing cascade consists of at least:
• a weighted edit transducer M ∆ which robustly models (potential) diachronic change likelihood as a (dense) weighted rational relation, and
• a target acceptor A L representing the synchronically active lexicon of extant word forms.
The processing cascade C ∆L = M ∆ • A L thus models all potential diachronic changes resulting in some extant word form. A lookup cascade C w∆L = (Id ( w)•C ∆L ) = (Id ( w)•M ∆ •A L ) for a historical text form w in the cascade C ∆L represents the set of all extant forms v into which w may have evolved, weighted by the likelihood of a direct etymological relation w ; v. The k-best output strings of the lookup cascade are then simply the k extant word forms considered most likely to be directly related to the historical form w. Restricting the admissable output paths by applying an external cutoff threshold c max is equivalent to imposing an a priori upper bound on the likelihood of acceptable diachronic derivations, which is especially important in the case of a dense editor M ∆ .
Desiderata
In light of the preceding example, a number of important properties for a candidate solution may be identified:
• Online computation: states and transitions of intermediate processing stages should be computed "on-the-fly" and discarded when no longer needed, to avoid the combinatorial explosion associated with dense cascades.
• Type-wise input: the algorithm should function efficiently for typewise input, for maximal flexibility.
• k-best strings: output of the algorithm should be an enumeration of the k best strings of the lookup output for a user-specified natural number k, thus allowing the user some control over the maximum degree of ambiguity returned.
• Arbitrary cascade depth: the algorithm should not itself impose any upper bound on the depth of the processing cascade. In particular, pair-wise "lazy evaluation" of sub-cascades is to be avoided, since such methods -although elegant and formally correct -tend to introduce nontrivial amounts of runtime and memory overhead. 3
• Arbitrary regular weighting function: the algorithm should function correctly for arbitrary regular weighting functions, i.e. for arbitrary cascades of weighted finite-state transducers. In particular, no assumption should be made about the cascade architecture regarding the presence, placement, content, or disposition of an "editor WFST" such as M ∆ . 4
• Cutoff threshold: the algorithm should accept as an additional parameter a cutoff threshold which serves to further restrict the set of acceptable output paths.
• Greedy termination: the algorithm should terminate and return as quickly as possible in the average case; i.e. as soon as the k best paths have been discovered, or it has been determined that no further paths are to be found below the cutoff threshold.
Formal Background
Definition 1 (Semiring). A structure K = K, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1 is a semiring if 
. K is said to be bounded if1 is an annihilator for ⊕: ∀a ∈ K,1 ⊕ a =1. In a bounded semiring,1 ≤ K a ≤ K0 for all a ∈ K. Every bounded semiring is also idempotent (c.f. Mohri, 2002, Lemma 3) . For current purposes, we will restrict our attention to bounded semirings. Definition 3 (String Transducer). For a string w = w 1 · · · w n ∈ Σ * over an alphabet Σ, the string transducer for w is the WFSA Id ( w) = Σ, Σ, Q w , 0, {n}, E w with Q w = {i ∈ N : i ≤ n} and Π(q, w, v, R) denotes the set of paths from q to some r ∈ R with input string w and output string v, and Π(q, R) = w∈Σ * , v∈Γ * Π(q, w, v, R) denotes the set of paths originating at q and ending at some r ∈ R.
Definition 2 (WFST
Definition 4 (Transducer Weight). The weight assigned by a WFST M to a pair of strings ( w, v) 
Algorithms
This section develops an algorithm for discovering the k-best label paths in a dense cascade of weighted finite state transducers over a bounded semiring, attempting to fulfill the desiderata from section 1.2. We begin with a brief review of the well-known algorithm which serves as the basis for the current approach, and consider its generalization to abstract semiring weights in section 3.1. Section 3.2 extends the algorithm to online lookup operations in weighted finite-state cascades. Section 3.3 explores the implications of a greedy k-best termination strategy, and section 3.4 extends the discussion to include a user-specified cutoff threshold. Finally, section 3.5 addresses the problem of extending the algorithm to return output label strings.
The current approach is best understood as a variant of the well-known Dijkstra Algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959; Cormen et al., 2001) , presented here as Algorithm 1. Using a Fibonacci heap (Fredman & Tarjan, 1987) to implement the processing queue S, and assuming constant time access to outgoing edges for a vertex, Algorithm 1 has running time O(Dijkstra) = O (|E| + |V | log |V |).
Algorithm 1 Dijkstra (1959)
while S = ∅ /* Main loop */ 6:
S := S\{u} 8:
Semiring Weights
In its original form, Dijkstra's algorithm assumes a graph G = V, E with non-negative real-valued weighted edges E ⊆ (V × V × R + ), ordered by the natural linear order <, thus implicitly equating "best" with "<-minimal". The first adaptation to be undertaken is a straightforward generalization of the Dijkstra algorithm to an abstract semiring K = K, ⊕, ⊗,0,1 , using minimality with respect to a partial order ≤ K to define "best" weights. First, the initialization of the best-distance vector d [·] must be adapted to use the relevant semiring constants0 and1:
Next, the best-first order of extraction from the vertex-queue S must be adapted to use the partial order ≤ K :
/* Best-first search using < K */ Finally, the relax step is adapted to use the semiring multiplication operation ⊗ for accumulating the characteristic weight of a path, as well as the semiring order for the "better-path" check of line 10:
Dijkstra's original algorithm emerges as an instance of the generalized algorithm using the non-negative tropical semiring R + ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞, 0 (Simon, 1987) . Important to note is that the generalization to abstract semirings has implications for the correctness of the algorithm. In particular, graph cycles with a net weight c < K1 will cause the algorithm never to terminate at all, inducing an infinite series of < K -decreasing weights d [u] for the cycle root vertex u, leading to an infinite loop of relax steps. Further, the relaxability check of line 10 is not meaningful for all partial orders ≤ K : a non-monotonic order may cause a partial path to be disregarded here which would lead to a better path for some subsequent vertex. We therefore restrict our attention for current purposes to bounded (idempotent) semirings using the monotonic natural semiring order (c.f. section 2), ∀a, b ∈ K:
Online Cascade Lookup
The next task is to extend the algorithm to operate on lookup cascades
Suppose the standard construction for composition of WFSTs given in Definition 5 yields for C the WFST M = Σ, Γ, Q, q 0 , F, E . Clearly, Q, E can be treated as an edge-labelled weighted graph. By assumption however, M is too large to be computed offline, so that in particular the composition of transitions E must be performed at runtime. The resulting algorithm is presented here together with some auxiliary subroutines as Algorithm 2.
The online expansion of outgoing transitions from a state q = q w , q 2 , . . . , q |C| ∈ Q is performed by the auxiliary function arcs given in Algorithm 2. 8 arcs is implemented as a pair of calls to the function expand-arcs, which recursively descends the cascade, linking together transitions from adjacent components with matching out-rsp. input labels in accordance with Definition 5.
The only other change made to the core algorithm Dijkstra-cascade is a move to sparse administrative structures: rather than initialize the queue S with the set of all cascade states Q, which would entail explicitly representing such states and thus pre-compiling them, Algorithm 2 instead uses a dynamic queue S which at any given point in the computation holds only those states which need to be (re-)investigated. Similarly, the map d [·] of best weights is implemented as a sparse partial map, and the default case d [q] =0 is handled by the the auxiliary function cost. For Algorithm 2, the use of sparse structures has few consequences -states unreachable from q 0 will no longer be processed, but the algorithm otherwise proceeds exactly as in Algorithm 1, with running time growing by a factor of the cascade depth |C| to allow for online expansion of transitions. Since cascade depth is expected to be a small constant, we ignore it in the sequel. foreach e ∈ arcs(w, C, q) /* Expand outgoing arcs */ 8: 
k-Best Final States
Dijkstra's algorithm solves the single source shortest distances problem, returning a map d : Q → K which associates each state with the best net weight of any path to that state from the designated initial state q 0 . In the current problem context, we are not interested in an exhaustive enumeration d [·] of net weights for all cascade states, but rather only for the final states of the lookup output: d F : F → K. Even more specifically, we are interested only in the k-best mappings for some final state, a partial function d F,k : F partial − −−− → K such that the following hold: 
The best-first queue management and relaxation strategy of Algorithms 1 and 2 remains unchanged in the function Dijkstra-kBest of Algorithm 3, thus Dijkstra-kBest terminates whenever Dijkstra does, and the correctness conditions are unaffected -termination is guaranteed for bounded semirings. The additional statements in lines 8-10 can all be implemented as (amortized) constant-time operations, so the worst-case running time also remains unchanged: O(Dijkstra-kBest) = O(Dijkstra) = O(|E| + |Q| log |Q|). Memory use grows in the worst case by at most O(|F |) for storage of the partial output map d F,k [·] .
More important for the current problem context are the average case time and space complexity for Dijkstra-kBest vs. the original Dijkstracascade function. Whereas Dijkstra-cascade must always compute the net weight of at least one complete path to each state, Dijkstra-kBest need only compute weights for at most k paths ending in final states. That the first such weights computed are indeed the k best weights sought follows from the correctness of the best-first search order, which in turn follows from the boundedness of the semiring K. Since immediately upon discovery of the k th best weight to a final state at line 10, Algorithm 3 breaks out of the queue-processing loop and returns the partial map d F,k , its time complexity can be more precisely specified by (1),
where:
Assuming that k best final weights were indeed found (which will always be the case if k ≤ |F |), Q F,k is the set of states to which at least one path exists with a net weight less than or equal to some k-best final weight in d F,k , and E F,k is the set of all transitions leaving any state in Q F,k . By the correctness of the best-first search order for bounded semirings, Q F,k contains all and only those states q which may be extracted from the queue at line 6 before discovery of the k th best net weight to a final state at line 8 and consequent termination at line 10. It follows that E F,k is the set of transitions which must be expanded (and possibly relaxed) by the loop of lines 11-15.
In many interesting cases, Q F,k and E F,k will be much smaller than Q and E respectively, so that the reduced time complexity of Equation (1) represents a major improvement over a brute force approach using Algorithm 2 directly. Consider for example a simple error-correction cascade similar to that described in section 1.1, and let p c be the average probability over all states q ∈ Q w∆L that a path exists from the initial state q 0 w∆L to q with net weight c ≤ K c. If c ∈ K is the maximum weight to a k-best final state, then the expected size of
The number of states which must be expanded for a k-best search with maximum net path weight c thus depends crucially on p c , which can be understood as the probability of the existence of a "neighbor" path with edit cost c ≤ K c. It is therefore of paramount importance for purposes of runtime efficiency both (a) to ensure that M ∆ models the phenomena it is intended to represent as accurately as possible, effectively minimizing p c globally for all c ∈ K, and (b) to minimize p c locally by preventing c = max (rng(d F,k ) ) from growing too large, since c ≤ c implies p c ≤ p c .
Cutoff Threshold
An unsubtle but effective method for local minimization of the maximum path weight returned by Algorithm 3 is the explicit specification of a userspecified cutoff threshold c max ∈ K on path weights as an input parameter. Intuitively, such a parameter represents an a priori upper bound on the cost of "acceptable" paths. For the example application from section 1.1, a parameter c max can limit the algorithm's running time even when the input word w represents an extinct lexeme not explicitly accounted for by a dense M ∆ , in which case its k nearest neighbors according to M ∆ would be randomly distributed in L, and their inclusion as "best" paths for w would only introduce noise (both precision and recall errors) into the host application. Implementing the parameter c max for Algorithm 3 requires only the insertion of a simple check after line 7:
Whenever c max is exceeded for the minimum-cost state in the queue, it must also be exceeded for every other queued state as well. Since ≤ K is monotonic, queue processing can cease as soon as any any state with a minimum net path weight exceeding c max is extracted from the queue. Note that while it is possible in the case of the example cascade architecture from section 1.1 to incorporate c max into the edit transducer by modifying
, such a construction not only introduces additional storage requirements by introducing new states into M ∆ , but is not in general possible if the processing cascade (which by assumption is too large to be computed and stored offline in its entirety) contains multiple independent weighted components. Implementation of the upper bound as a parameter does not increase run time complexity or storage requirements for the algorithm, and allows additional flexibility: the user may for example choose to instantiate c max as a function of input word length, representing the upper bound in terms of average cost per character rather than a global cost for all words.
Label Strings
Extending the algorithm to return the k-best (output) label strings rather than the k-best net path weights is not as trivial a task as it may at first appear. The traditional method (Cormen et al., 2001 ) of maintaining a backtrace vector p [·] : Q → Q mapping states to their best predecessors causes the number of returned paths |d F,k | be bounded above by the number of final states |F |, and does not correctly compute the k-best paths if these are defined to include labels in addition to states. Extending the semiring K to a k-best semiring K k as described by Mohri (2002) not only yields a non-idempotent semiring, but also entails additional modifications for direct storage of path backtraces in the semiring itself.
The current approach instead extends the processing queue S to store state-string pairs q, s ∈ Q×Γ * such that s is the output label string of some path from q 0 to q. The best-weight vector is then re-defined as a (sparse) map d [·] : Q × Γ * → K such that d [q, s] represents the net weight associated with the best path from q 0 to q with output label string s, and the output buffer d F,k is similarly extended to a buffer d Π,k . An additional kludge 11 parameter x max ∈ N limits the number of allowable queue extractions. The resulting algorithm is presented here as Algorithm 4. and for all n ∈ N.
Condition (2) [π] , and this configuration will fail the relaxability check at line 17 after the first iteration. Finally, condition (5) captures the intuition that a degenerate cycle may be iterated arbitrarily many times without its weight exceeding the bound parameter 12 c max ,
and thus will never be pruned by the check at line 10. In particular, this condition attains for c[π] =1 < K c max , since1 n =1 for all n ∈ N. We denote by Π(C) the set of paths for which the weight-independent criteria (2)-(4) hold, Π(C) = {π ∈ E * : ∃π ∈ E * :
That Algorithm 4 finds the k best label strings in the absence of degenerate cycles whenever at least k distinctly labelled successful paths exist follows from the correctness of Algorithm 3. Note in particular that paths with distinct label strings ending in the same state are treated as distinct objects, as are paths with identically labelled strings ending in distinct states, analogous to the trellis construction used in the well-known Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) .
Rather than rely on an expensive cycle check to detect degenerate cycles, we introduce the kludge parameter x max which places an upper bound on the number of queue extractions performed and limits the running time of Algorithm 4 to O(x max (max(deg(Q)) + log x max )), where max(deg(Q)) is the maximum output degree of any state in Q, deg(q ∈ Q) = |{e ∈ E : p[e] = q}|. Despite its inelegance, this technique can be useful in both development and production environments -in the former to detect and report potential errors in the cascade architecture, and in the latter to place a hard limit on the computational resources consumed. When x max is finite but the break at line 8 is not responsible for its termination, Algorithm 4 has the running time specified in (6),
Since x max is finite, V Π,k and E Π,k are as well, since at most finitely many extractions have been performed and each extraction relaxes only finitely many transitions. V Π,k and E Π,k are further limited by the cutoff threshold c max ∈ K as described in section 3.4. In particular, whenever C contains no degenerate cycles, x max may be set to kn|Q| ≤ kn| w| |C| i=1 |Q i |, where n = min{n ∈ N : ∀π ∈ Π(C) : c[π n ] > K c max } to guarantee both termination and discovery of the j ≤ k best paths, although this quantity is considered too large to be of practical use in the dense cascades for which the algorithm was developed, for which the explicit enumeration and storage of Q itself would incur unacceptable computational overhead.
